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Abstract
The last decade has seen major advances in the clinical practice of radiotherapy (RT). Our understanding of the
biological effects occurring after exposure of cells and tissues to ionizing radiation has also increased enormously
in this period. In this article we will summarize our current knowledge and key knowledge gaps in an area that is
emerging as a potentially important factor in tumor responses to RT, namely the activation of the therapy-induced
cellular senescence (TCS) pathway and its associated secretory response, the so-called senescence-associated
secretory phenotype or “SASP”. Although the existing literature on these responses is substantial in the chemotherapy
domain, the information specific to RT has unfortunately lagged behind. This includes knowledge relating to the
factors that govern the ability of tumor cells to switch from TCS to another terminal/irreversible mode of cell death or
to escape from TCS and recover proliferative potential. We will therefore examine some of the implications of TCS
and SASP from the perspectives of better understanding the biological basis of the various types of RT delivery.
We will also consider the implications of this knowledge for the development and use of modifying agents that
either reinforce the TCS phenotype and circumvent recovery pathways or switch the cells from TCS into a terminal
apoptotic pathway that may represent a more desirable outcome clinically.
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strategies that modify the tumor microenvironment and its interaction
with tumor cells [4-18].

Introduction
Radiation therapy (RT) in its various forms-external beam RT
(EBRT), low dose rate radioisotope and radioimmunotherapy (RIT),
and brachytherapy-is a mainstay of cancer treatment. Even in the
post-human genome era, which has seen intensive research into
molecularly-targeted cancer therapeutics, it is estimated that about 40%
of cancer cures are attributable to RT [1]. Major improvements in RT
in the last decade have come largely from technological advances that
allow better localization of dose to cancerous tissue based on the use of
image guidance. However, this period has also witnessed extraordinary
advances in our understanding of the biological effects of ionizing
radiation (IR) at the cell and tissue level. RT exerts its anticancer
effects primarily by damaging the genomic DNA of tumor cells and
by activating anti-tumor immune responses in some circumstances. A
staggering amount of knowledge has been generated surrounding the
chain of cell- autonomous events that process IR-induced DNA damage,
and especially on the resolution of cellular DNA double-strand breaks
(DSBs). Cell survival requires that DSBs are rapidly eliminated from
the genome. This is the realm of the DNA damage response (DDR),
a highly orchestrated molecular network whose function is to detect
and repair such DNA lesions [2,3]. If this process fails, the cell may be
shunted into one of the cell-death pathways described below.
The cell-autonomous component of the DDR was the major
picture until quite recently. However, the last decade has witnessed the
uncovering of a whole new cell non-autonomous aspect of the DDR
that is often referred to as the ‘DNA damage secretory program’ or
DDSP [4]. The DDSP involves the secretion of a broad range of factorsincluding pro-inflammatory chemokines and cytokines, growth and
angiogenic factors, and proteases-by multiple cell types (both normal
and cancerous) within the irradiated field, and it is emerging as a critical
determinant of the response of tumors to RT, including the recruitment
of immunological cells to the irradiated tumor site. Many of these
secreted DDSP factors are known to impact on sensitivity or resistance
to RT. Understanding these events and their relative importance to
the various types of RT will be important for developing therapeutic
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Modes of Clonogenic Cell Death Following IR Exposure
The linear-quadratic (LQ) model that is widely used in RT treatment
planning is based on the assumption that the direct killing of tumor
cells is the major determinant of tumor control probability. Because
the model is based on a binary outcome: clonogenic cell death versus
survival; it does not require any consideration of the fact that several
different modes of cell death can contribute to the loss of clonogenic
potential depending on factors such as cell type and microenvironment
as well as IR dose. These modes include apoptosis, autophagy, mitotic
catastrophe and necrosis/necroptosis, the key features of which are
summarized in Table 1. Information on mode of cell death may be
irrelevant for clinical application of the LQ model but is likely a major
factor in the failure of predictive assays for RT outcomes that were
based on measurements of apoptosis alone [19,20]. It is also critical to
understand the mode of cell death in a personalized or segmentalized
medicine context if we are going to judiciously apply a particular radio
modifying agent to an individual patient or group of patients, as will be
discussed below.
This review will focus on another pathway that leads to the loss of
cellular clonogenic potential after IR exposure: therapy-induced cellular
senescence (TCS). This pathway, which is probably a significant factor
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Mode

Characteristics

Apoptosis

• A genetically-regulated type of programmed cell death.
• Follows either the intrinsic (mitochondrial) DNA damage-mediated pathway or the extrinsic death-receptor pathway, both of which involve
activation of caspases [5].
• Involves chromatin/nuclear condensation, non-random DNA degradation (“laddering”), and cell fragmentation generating apoptotic bodies.
• In vascular endothelial cells, IR damage to the cell membrane can activate acid sphingomyelinase which hydrolyzes sphingomyelin to
ceramide, triggering apoptosis [6].

Autophagy

• A genetically-regulated stress response seen in some human cancer cell lines exposed to IR [7-10].
• Cells exit the cell cycle, develop cytoplasmic vacuoles that sequester organelles such as mitochondria and ribosomes, auto-digest proteins
and damaged organelles and recycle amino and fatty acids.
• Pro-death (versus pro-survival) signals may require hyper-activation of the autophagy pathway [11].
• Pathway is negatively regulated by the mTOR (mammalian target of rapamycin) protein.

Mitotic catastrophe

• The failure of a cell with damaged DNA to undergo proper mitosis [12].
• Likely caused by aberrant chromosome segregation/cell fusion.
• Cells are typically enlarged with abnormal spindles, micronuclei and de-condensed chromatin; can lead to multinucleated/polyploid giant
cells.
• May be a key contributor to the loss of clonogenic potential in tumor cells and solid tumors exposed to IR, especially those with mutant p53
[11-13].
• Mitotic catastrophe may not represent a mode of cell death but rather a process preceding cell death by necrosis, apoptosis, etc. [14].

Necrosis

• Historically regarded as an uncontrolled (i.e., not genetically regulated) form of cell death following high-dose IR exposures that involves
swelling of the cell and mitochondria, disintegration of the cell organelles and membrane, protein denaturation/coagulation and random DNA
degradation [15].
• A programmed/genetically-regulated type of necrosis, necroptosis, was recently identified [16].
• IR was reported to induce necroptosis in thyroid and adrenocortical carcinoma cell lines; this response exhibits some overlap with apoptosis
[17].

Therapy-induced cellular • A genetically-regulated response to IR-induced DNA damage seen in many solid tumor-derived cell lines, especially those with wild type p53
senescence
[18] although p53-independent and mutant-p53-dependent mechanisms have been described.
• Cells are growth-arrested for extended periods but remain viable and metabolically active, are enlarged and flattened, develop polyploidy
and express the marker “senescence-associated β-galactosidase”.
• Important molecular
Table 1: Key characteristics of the various modes of ionizing radiation- (IR)-induced tumor-cell death.

in tumor-cell responses to RT [13,18,21-23], has been called many
things over the last 20 years, including permanent/irreversible growth
arrest, stress-induced premature senescence and accelerated cellular
senescence. Here we will only use the TCS moniker for clarity. The
first of these names may actually be misleading because, as discussed
below, it is becoming apparent that some cells that have undergone
this putatively “permanent” growth arrest may recover the ability to
proliferate at later times while others may transition to one of the other
cell-death pathways over time.

Mechanisms of IR-induced TCS
IR-induced TCS is basically a prolonged exit from the cell division
cycle mediated by various cyclin- dependent kinase (CDK) inhibitors
such as p21CIP1/WAF1 (CDKN1A), p16INK4a, p19INK4D (Arf)
and p27Kip1 (hereafter p21, p16, p19 and p27). The early events that
follow irradiation of tumor cells with wild-type (wt) p53 are relatively
consistent. The p21 gene is rapidly transcriptionally activated by p53;
those cells destined to undergo TCS also typically show a delayed
wave of sustained nuclear p21 induction (e.g., [18,24]). In addition to
inhibiting CDKs, p21 also appears to drive TCS by positively regulating
senescence genes and negatively regulating mitosis and apoptosis genes/
proteins and by inhibiting proliferating cell nuclear antigen (PCNA), a
processivity factor for DNA polymerase δ in genomic DNA replication
[25,26]. In cells with p53 mutations and alterations in CDK inhibitors
that characterize many human tumors, such life/death decisions
in relation to TCS are not so straightforward but will be critical to
understand going forward. To illustrate this point, we [27] compared
TCS in 4 human cancer cell lines: MDA-MB435s and SKMEL-28
which have mutant p53 (p53-mut) and express p16 (albeit of unknown
functional status); MCF-7 which is p53-wt but p16-suppressed; and
MDD2 which is derived from MCF7 by transfection with a dominant
negative mutant p53 and is p16-suppressed. Surprisingly, for all 4 cell
lines exposure to γ-radiation (8 Gy) resulted in TCS in 40% or more
of the cells after 7 days, and this response correlated closely with an
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increase in the level of p21 but not of p16 (Figure 1). However, p16dependent TCS has been reported to be triggered by IR in some genetic
backgrounds, e.g., in p53-mut/p16-proficient non-small cell lung
cancer (NSCLC) cell lines such as ABC-1 and HCC44 (supplemental
data in [28]). We clearly need greater clarity in regard to such effects
and the pathways that drive p53-independent or p53-mut-dependent
TCS.
In a given irradiated biological system, indeed even within a
culture of single cell line, cells can be progressing along different death
pathways. In fact, these mode-of-death commitments can shift with
time, such that a tumor cell undergoing IR-induced mitotic catastrophe
can progress to an apoptotic state [19,29,30] or to a necrotic state [31].
There are also elements of mechanistic overlap between apoptosis and
necroptosis [17] and of functional overlap between TCS and autophagy
[32]. As discussed in section 7, the motivation for a tumor cell to
progress down one death pathway or another can also be influenced
using small-molecule inhibitors that have the potential to be developed
into therapeutic drugs.
A key feature of TCS that distinguishes it from other modes of cell
death is that the cells are not rapidly deleted from the tumor but instead
persist and retain metabolic and secretory activity even though they
do not undergo cell division. Indeed a unique idiom-the senescenceassociated secretory phenotype or “SASP”-has been coined by Campisi
et al. [33] to distinguish this particular facet of the DDSP. Largely
because of SASP, cells in TCS will likely have a continuing impact on
therapy outcomes, especially in RIT or fractionated RT regimens where
dose increments delivered later in the course of treatment would be
superimposed on a tumor in which many of the cells will already be in
TCS and thus actively engaged in secretory activity. We will now briefly
consider the key knowledge gaps in regard to the TCS phenotype,
such as its long-term sustainability versus reversibility and clinical
relevance.
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First and foremost, a therapeutically advantageous outcome might
be achieved if TCS was truly “permanent” or could switch to a terminal
cell-death mode such as apoptosis. A key question, though, is whether
a subset of these cells might eventually recover their growth potential
and repopulate the tumor, leading to tumor recurrence? Some evidence
from cell line studies does suggest such a recovery mechanism. Exposing
p53-wt MCF-7 breast cancer cells to 10 Gy of IR initially resulted in
high levels of TCS, but after about 12 days a proliferating population
of cells emerged; no such recovery was seen when p53 was attenuated
or mutated [34]. A similar pattern of recovery was seen in MCF-7 cells
after exposure to a 2 Gy ×5 fractionated IR schedule [35]. Several other
studies support the premise that a subset of tumor cells can overcome
TCS induced by RT or DNA-damaging chemotherapy drugs and regain
clonogenic potential [36-43].
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Figure 1: Relationship between the percentages of senescence-associated
β-galactosidase (SA-β-gal)- positive cells, p21-expressing cells, and p16expressing cells measured in 4 human cancer cell lines at seven days after
exposure to an 8-Gy dose of 60Co γ radiation. All values for irradiated cultures
were corrected by subtracting those for sham-irradiated control cultures.
Bars, SE. Adapted from Mirzayans et al. [27].
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Figure 2: Cartoon illustrating some of the potential long-term fates of a tumor
cell after undergoing ionizing radiation- (IR)-induced TCS. Cancer cells in
TCS (blue square) can potentially: [1] remain in a permanently arrested state
of TCS; [2] transition to a terminal/irreversible cell death pathway such as
delayed apoptosis or autophagy; [3] eventually escape from TCS and recover
the ability to proliferate (blue circle); [4] develop genetic instability, eventually
generating highly malignant and/or therapy-resistant “giant” cells; [5] exert
in-trans SASP-mediated effects on proliferating cancer cells, imparting a
radioresistant phenotype on those cells (grey circle); such SASP-mediated
effects can also be generated or reinforced by normal cells such as fibroblasts
within the tumor microenvironment that have undergone IR-induced TCS,
illustrated by the yellow circle/square (proliferating/TCS fibroblast); or [6]
promote epithelial-mesenchymal transition (EMT) in normal cells (white
circle) through their SASP secretion activity and thus drive the genesis of
malignancy.

Is IR-Induced TCS a Good or Bad Thing for RT
Outcomes?
Opinion on the contribution of TCS to therapeutic outcomes is
evolving along with our knowledge of its mechanism. Initially, inducing
TCS in tumor cells was considered to represent a cytostatic mechanism
and as such was expected to contribute to short-term tumor control.
Although TCS may indeed contribute to the early tumor growth
inhibition following RT, from the longer-term perspectives of tumor
control and recurrence there remain a number of outstanding issues, as
outlined in Figure 2.
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An equal if not greater concern is that in several of the studies listed
in 4.1 the emergent cells were often characterized as genetically unstable
and potentially more malignant and/or resistant to subsequent therapy.
Such processes may actually be ongoing in cells that superficially appear
to be in a “static” state of TCS.
Even cells in prolonged TCS could represent a significant barrier
to therapy because their ongoing SASP means that they can continue
to secrete radioprotective factors as well as growth, angiogenic and
other factors with the potential to drive the growth and progression
of surviving tumor cells [4]. This could be particularly problematic in
conventional EBRT schedules in which multiple daily fractions of ~2
Gy are given over a period of weeks or in low-dose-rate RIT (which
involves continued decay of radionuclides) because tumor cells that
survive until relatively late in the course of therapy will likely experience
high levels of SASP- derived factors secreted by either irradiated tumor
cells or normal cells, and thus become more resistant to killing by the
subsequent doses. The potential of such SASP signals to protect tumor
cells is poignantly illustrated by the demonstration that irradiated
fibroblasts that underwent TCS could enhance the proliferation and
radioresistance of breast cancer cells with which they were co-cultured
[44]. It is possible that some of these negative effects of TCS may be less
relevant in the setting of stereotactic ablative RT using a small number
of high-dose fractions, and especially in single-dose RT where only one
very high dose fraction is given. Whether this will in fact be the case
should become evident as we learn more about the underlying biology
of these novel RT techniques.
Because of their SASP activity, cells in a state of prolonged TCS
induced by DNA-damaging agents may actually promote epithelialmesenchymal transition (EMT) and thus drive the genesis of
malignancy [45-47].
The ‘bottom line’ here is that there are some significant concerns
about what might happen to cells in TCS at later times and that it would
probably be therapeutically advantageous to find ways of switching
cells in TCS (or that would be likely to undergo this response) into a
terminal cell-death pathway such as apoptosis, rather than running
the risk of cell proliferation recovery or one of these other undesirable
outcomes. An alternative strategy would be to develop biomarkers to
identify patients at risk for TCS-associated adverse events.

What Factors Determine Whether TCS Is Prolonged or
Reversible?
These mechanisms are not well understood for IR/RT. An obvious
question is whether the duration and/or sequence of induction of the
various CDK inhibitors are a factor here. Although p21 elevation is
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clearly the key aspect of the early trigger for TCS in many tumor cell
lines, this may not be the case in all cell backgrounds; furthermore,
the p21 signal is not necessarily prolonged and could be superseded
by induction of other CDK inhibitors such as p16, p19 or p27 to
maintain the TCS state. Thus it was suggested by Jones et al. [34] that
the proliferation recovery after TCS seen in irradiated MCF-7 cultures,
which are p53-wt but p16- suppressed, could reflect their lack of
functional p16. Indeed we also found that MCF-7 cells showed extensive
levels of IR-induced TCS and that their p21 levels increase greatly over
the first few days after irradiation (Figure 1), but it would be informative
to follow these responses for longer times in individual cells. Another
cellular factor implicated in the induction and maintenance of TCS
induced by various stressors and DNA-damaging agents, including IR,
is the secondary generation of reactive oxygen species (ROS) which has
in turn been linked to the induction of p21; in fact, both events may
be necessary for maintaining the TCS phenotype involving a feedback
loop between ROS and p21 [48,49].
A number of proteins implicated in the maintenance versus reversal
of the TCS phenotype after chemotherapy have been elegantly described
elsewhere [41] and might offer some insight into mechanisms of
relevance to IR effects. These include: (i) the cyclin B1/CDK1 complex,
which must be suppressed by CDK inhibitors such as p21 and p27 if
p53-mut/null tumor cells are to remain arrested in G2-phase; (ii) levels
of these very same CDK inhibitors; (iii) the NIMA-related mitotic
kinase Nek6 which blocks TCS by preventing the suppression of CDK1,
as does another protein kinase, MKK7; and (iii) survivin, an inhibitor
of apoptosis (IAP) family member that is phosphorylated by CDK1,
and which is up-regulated in some cancer cells that recover from
chemotherapy-induced TCS [50]. All of these molecules need to be
systematically evaluated in the context of IR-induced TCS, preferably in
isogenic tumor-cell backgrounds with differing p53 and CDK-inhibitor
status. Another factor that needs to be better characterized in the
context of responses to IR/RT is the communication between TCS and
other cell-death pathways such as autophagy that have been identified
to influence TCS maintenance versus reversal [39].

Incidence of IR-Induced TCS in vivo
There is an extensive literature on IR-induced apoptosis in both
model systems and the clinical setting; however, as noted above, this
represents only one part of a bigger picture of tumor-cell death. IRinduced TCS occurs in many cultured cancer cell lines, as mentioned
throughout this review, as well as in cancer xenograft models [28,49].
Only recently has data begun to emerge showing that TCS occurs
in some tumor cell types. Wu et al. [41] have recently reviewed the
literature relating to chemotherapy-induced TCS and concluded
that it is a prominent response of solid tumors to anticancer drugs
that may contribute significantly to early treatment responses. The
chemotherapy-TCS literature is much more mature than that for RT,
but we suspect that there will be some commonality as well as some key
differences; it might, therefore, provide some good pointers. We will
illustrate the current state of knowledge for RT and its limitations by
reference to two studies, one on prostate cancer and one on head and
neck squamous cell carcinoma (HNSCC).
Two earlier in-vitro studies indicated that TCS is the major mode of
cell death in irradiated human prostate cancer cell lines [51,52]. In the
former study TCS was associated with long-term expression of both the
p21 and p16 genes. On the basis of such reports, Supiot and colleagues
at the Princess Margaret Hospital in Toronto [23] examined 11 prostate
cancer patients who were treated with hypo-fractionated RT (25 Gy in 5
J Nucl Med Radiat Ther 					

fractions) prior to surgery. All of these tumors lacked p53 core domain
mutations. Whereas no apoptosis was seen in the tumor tissue at the
completion of RT, extensive TCS was evident based on biomarkers such
as high levels of p21 and low levels of proliferation-associated MIB-1;
p16 levels were not obviously increased in these tumors.
The second study, from the MD Anderson Cancer Center in
Houston, examined tumor cell lines established from 38 patients with
HNSCC who had received EBRT after surgery [49]. Loco-regional
recurrence in these patients was strongly associated with disruptive p53
mutations which, in the in-vitro cell lines, was in turn associated with:
(i) radioresistance in the clonogenic survival assay; (ii) a decreased
susceptibility to undergo IR-induced TCS based on SA-β-gal staining;
(iii) minimal induction of p21 after IR exposure; and (iv) decreased
secondary (i.e., prolonged) ROS generation. In marked contrast,
these p53 mutations did not affect IR-induced mitotic catastrophe
(micronuclei) or apoptosis (which was only seen in a few percent of
the cells). Thus, IR-induced TCS in these cell lines was predictive of a
positive treatment outcome in the clinic. Although RT-induced TCS
obviously could not be measured in this post-surgical RT setting, the
implication of this correlation is that TCS very likely does occur in
these tumors irradiated in situ.
If we consider the chemotherapy literature in this regard we see
some striking findings. Thus, Wu and colleagues [41] performed a
pilot study on 18 patients receiving neoadjuvant chemotherapy or
radiochemotherapy for locally advanced NSCLC. They observed
decreased overall survival among patients whose tumors had the
highest TCS biomarker levels. In this small cohort TCS was therefore
associated with disease recurrence and adverse treatment outcome.
The negative prognostic effect of TCS was also seen in an exploratory
study of 26 patients who were treated with platinum-based neoadjuvant
chemotherapy for malignant pleural mesothelioma [53]. Such findings,
if validated in larger patient cohorts, would presumably reflect a
dominance in these study populations or cancer types of the negative
aspects of TCS that can result in tumor recurrence, as was discussed in
section 4.

Manipulation of the IR-Induced TCS and SASP
Responses to Improve the Therapeutic Index in RT
Inducing apoptosis in tumor cells with RT is intuitively attractive
from the therapeutic perspective because, in contrast to TCS, the cell
is rapidly eliminated and should play no further biological role in the
treatment outcome (other than perhaps in the generation of tumor
antigens in the context of invoking anti-tumor immune responses). TCS
on the other hand, as outlined in section 4, might initially contribute to
tumor growth inhibition but could have negative consequences later
on because of recovery of proliferation or because of the cells’ active
secretory status or genetic instability.
This paradox has led to the search for inhibitors that might switch
cells from TCS into an apoptotic pathway, an approach that draws
impetus from the fact that this transition can occur naturally. A useful
drug would either lower the apoptotic threshold when given before RT,
such that a tumor cell that would otherwise have undergone TCS would
now directly enter an apoptosis pathway, or it would transition a cell that
has already undergone TCS or is in the process of recovery from TCS
into an apoptotic response. An example of a drug that might lower the
threshold for the TCS to apoptosis transition is EB 1089 (seocalcitol),
an analog of vitamin D3 that, when given prior to fractionated
exposure of MCF-7 cultures to 5×2 Gy of γ radiation, enhanced cellular
susceptibility to undergo apoptosis while delaying the development
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of TCS and of the subsequent recovery of proliferative capacity [35].
Inhibitors of survivin might also prove useful in this regard considering
that survivin knockdown with siRNA or treatment with a TAT-survivin
peptide that inhibits CDK1- mediated phosphorylation of survivin can
switch tumor cells recovering from TCS into apoptosis [50]. The same
concept should apply to the use of pharmacologic inhibitors of CDK1
such as flavopiridol (Alvocidib) which is now undergoing clinical trials,
and to statins (HMG-CoA reductase inhibitors) which down-regulate
several components of the CDK1 pathway including survivin [41].
Another approach might be to lower the apoptotic threshold of the
tumor cells by targeting anti-apoptotic genes/proteins such as BCL-2
or Bcl-XL [54].
Several agents have been suggested or described to act as
radiosensitizers via the opposite mechanism, i.e., by lowering the
tumor-cell dose threshold for undergoing TCS. These include
demethylating and differentiating agents as well as inhibitors of histone
deacetylases, BMI-1 and receptor tyrosine kinases. In p53- wt A549
NSCLC cells, radiosensitization by the EGFR antagonists erlotinib and
cetuximab was associated with prolonged induction of p21 and greatly
enhanced levels of TCS, but not of apoptosis, both in vitro and in a
xenograft model [28]. Surprisingly, in several other NSCLC cell lines
that were radiosensitized by these inhibitors, enhancement of TCS was
the dominant mechanism not only in p53-wt cells but also in p53-mut
cells; in these p53-mut cells, TCS was associated with the induction of
p16. Radiosensitization and TCS were also strongly correlated with
elevated levels of unrejoined DSBs at 24 h after irradiation independent
of the cells’ p53 or p16 status.
An intriguing group of tumor-cell radiosensitizers are the nutlins,
which are MDM2 inhibitors that can activate endogenous wt p53 and
appear to enhance the propensity of irradiated cells to undergo TCS. For
example, treatment of two human NSCLC cell lines-A549 and H460with nutlin-3a enhanced IR-induced tumor cell killing and TCS [55].
This TCS-associated radiosensitization was accompanied by strong
activation of the p53-p21 signaling pathway. No apoptosis was seen in
these cells. Nutlin-3 was also seen to radiosensitize prostate cancer cells
with functional p53 through a mechanism involving the induction of
p53-dependent TCS [52]. Nutlin-3 also radiosensitized p53-wt (but not
p53-mut) laryngeal squamous cell carcinoma cells in the clonogenic
survival assay; again, this effect was correlated with increased TCS but
not apoptosis [56].
Another compound that appears to radiosensitize tumor cells
by enhancing TCS is the mitochondrial drug metformin, a clinically
safe anti-diabetic agent. Skinner et al. [49] reported that metformin
selectively radiosensitized HNSCC cell lines with disruptive p53
mutations in part or whole by enhancing TCS. Combining metformin
and RT also greatly enhanced tumor growth inhibition in the HN31
orthotopic xenograft model of disruptive p53-mut HNSCC. That such
effects might have clinical significance was suggested by the observation
that, within a cohort of HNSCC patients of known p53 status treated
with postoperative RT, locoregional recurrence was greatly decreased
among patients taking metformin (although there were only 10 patients
in the metformin group).
Another strategy for tumor radiosensitization involves targeting
elements of the DDSP/SASP by inhibiting either specific resistanceassociated secreted factors or the upstream regulators of DDR signaling
such as p38 MAP kinase and NF-κB [4]. In an example of the former
approach, analysis of SASP proteins secreted by irradiated MCF-7 cells
identified the Raf kinase inhibitor protein (RKIP) as an important
enhancer of cell proliferation, invasion and migration and as a potential
J Nucl Med Radiat Ther 					

target for preventing the negative effects of the IR-induced TCS/SASP
response [57].
An interesting approach to tumor radiosensitization [58] involves
the use of SASP agonists to enhance bystander effects, the phenomenon
whereby an irradiated cell transmits signals to non-irradiated cells that
invoke manifestations of IR effects in the latter cells. Bystander effects
usually result in greater cytotoxicity than would be anticipated on
the basis of the LQ model and may contribute to RT outcomes after
low-dose-rate RIT [59] or high dose RT when the dose distribution
is non-homogeneous, such as in microbeam or grid therapy [60,61].
A cautionary note, however, is that bystander signals generated by
radiopharmaceuticals [62] and by SASP-mediated events [58] can
either inhibit or stimulate tumor-cell growth.
An important area that we will not consider here is the potential
for exploiting the communication and synergism between local RTmediated tumor cell death/secretory responses and the host immune
system, and specifically the potential for engaging anti-tumor specific
immune responses; such events have been expertly reviewed elsewhere
by Golden and colleagues [11].

Summary and Future Directions
Activating the TCS phenotype in tumor cells with RT could
clearly have good (long-term growth arrest, spontaneous transition to
irreversible cell death), bad (recovery from TCS), or ugly (emergence of
highly malignant and/or therapy resistant tumor cells), consequences
in a given patient. Understanding the circumstances under which these
different longer-term responses are triggered will be important for
optimizing the use of RT as it moves into the era of personalized or
segmentalized medicine. Identifying which modes of RT-induced cell
death are operative in a given tumor type or patient may also be critical
in directing treatment decisions as well as in the rational integration of
radiomodifying agents.
The observation that robust activation of TCS in tumor cells might
identify a subset of HNSCC patients who will have superior responses
to post-surgical EBRT [49] indicates that the optimal implementation
of this knowledge will require the use of validated biomarkers. A
problem that must be addressed with some urgency is the invasive
nature of current biomarkers of TCS that necessitate the collection of
surgical samples. The development of non-invasive molecular-imaging
techniques for TCS involving PET radiotracers in particular will
be vital for its longitudinal assessment in individual patients [63]. A
similar knowledge gap for RT exists with respect to the positive versus
negative prognostic aspects of TCS apparent in the various studies
discussed above and for which the existing chemotherapy literature
is rather alarming, albeit rather hypothesis-generating at this time.
We have even less data to go on for RT. It may turn out that RT and
chemotherapy simply have very different implications for the fate of
tumor cells that initially undergo TCS. Whether TCS in tumor cells
will be associated with better relative outcomes in patients receiving RT
than chemotherapy and/or whether the tumor type is a key factor here
are important questions to address in larger cohorts of patients and
with non- invasive end-points for TCS that can extend our knowledge
to treatment schedules other than pre-operative RT.
A number of drugs have been identified that appear to radiosensitize
tumor cells by enhancing their propensity to undergo TCS. The
potential of metformin to impact on HNSCC patients whose tumors
have disruptive p53 mutations through such a mechanism [49] is very
encouraging. The nagging question is, is this going to be a good outcome
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in all patients or tumor types? What is the risk for bad or ugly responses
to occur later on? If we are going to follow this path then biomarkers
of good, bad and ugly outcomes will clearly be needed. Perhaps the less
risky strategy is the one focused on transitioning cells that are either in
TCS or about to emerge from it into an irreversible mode of death. Only
time and additional high-quality studies will tell. Until then, it remains
chillingly apparent that “the only good cancer cell is a dead cancer cell”,
to quote the former AACR president, Dr. Don Coffey [64].
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